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ISSPM TRAINING COURSE STUDENT EVUALTIONS AND COMMENTS
Comments From Other Individuals That Have Attended ISSPM Training Courses
Thanks to TopSecretProtection.Com, I just landed a new job. I increased my compensation by $30,000. The
training instructor at TopSecretProtection.Com (Jim) provided me with more then just an ISSM/ISSO Training
Course. He was and continues to be an outstanding ISSM/ISSO Mentor providing me direction and guidance in
the field of Information Security. The cost for the ISSM/ISSO Training Course is an outstanding value
compared to the competition. Having an ISSM/ISSO Mentor available at your fingertips 24/7 is priceless.
Selecting the TopSecretProtection.Com ISSM/ISSO Training Course is one of the best choices I have ever
made related to my career in Information Security. Jim is very friendly and very knowledgeable. He has been
very patient with me and will always take the time to explain topics in detail, until I grasp them 100%. I
recently decided to expand my knowledge as an ISSO and enrolled in the TopSecretProtection.Com Computer
Forensics Investigator Training Course. You can't go wrong selecting TopSecretProtection.Com for Computer
Security Training.
Patrick Young
ISSO
SAIC/Science Application International Corporation
Thanks to TopSecretProtection.Com, I learned everything about being an Information Security Manager that I
didn't learn from studying to be a CISSP. Completion of this course should be a DOD 8570 requirement for all
IAM levels. The most valuable thing about this course is the mentor relationship you build with the instructor.
That in itself is worth double the cost of the course!
Martin MacLorrain, CISSP
NCTAMSPAC Regional IAM/US Navy
Jim:
Thanks for sending the information on the DSS courses. Have completed all DSS Courses related to
NISPOM that you sent information on and now focusing on NIST as in your course.
You have done a magnificent job putting this course together. I have learned so much in what I consider to be a
short time. When I first found you website months ago and then spoke with you, I had very little idea of what
ISSM/ISSO was; now I feel quite comfortable talking about it. This is greatly appreciated.
Thomas Newman
Retired IBM Employee

